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David K. Wyatt was an American historian and author who studied Thailand. He taught at Cornell University from 1969-2002, where he became the Chair of the Cornell University Department of History. His book Thailand: A Short History has become the chief authority on Thai history in the English language.
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Thailand: A Short History—David K. Wyatt—Google Books
Thailand: A Short History. By David K. Wyatt. New Haven, Conn.: Yale University Press, 1984. xviii, 351 pp. Illustrations, Tables, Notes, Index, Appendixes, Maps ...
David K. Wyatt was an American historian and author who studied Thailand. He taught at Cornell University from 1969 to 2002, and also served as Chair of the Cornell University Department of History and as the president of the Association for Asian Studies in 1993. His book Thailand: A Short History has become the chief authority on Thai history in the English language.

THAILAND: A SHORT HISTORY (2ND ED.):K. WYATT, DAVID...

[PDF] Thailand: A Short History. By David K. Wyatt. New ...
Editions for Thailand: A Short History: 0300084757 (Paperback published in 2003), (published in 2013), (Paperback published in 2004), 0300035829 (Paperb...

Editions of Thailand: A Short History by David K. Wyatt
ผศ.ดร.ธำรงศักดิ์ เพชรเลิศอนันต์ แนะนำหนังสือ Thailand: A Short History...

Thailand: A Short History by David K. Wyatt #1 Intro by ...
The item Thailand: a short history, David K. Wyatt represents a specific, individual, material embodiment of a distinct intellectual or artistic creation found in East Baton Rouge Parish Library. This item is available to borrow...
This book should appeal to people who want a fairly in-depth introductory history to the country and probably should be read with Pongpaichit & Baker's volume, which does more with Thailand's social and economic history.

This highly acclaimed book, the standard history of Thailand for almost twenty years, has now been completely revised by the author. David K. Wyatt has also added new sections examining the social and economic changes that have transformed the country in the past two decades.
remains in clean condition. All pages are intact, and the cover is intact. The spine may show signs of wear. Pages can include limited notes and highlighting, and the copy can include previous owner inscriptions. An ex-library book and may have standard library stamps ...

"Thailand: A Short History" is ultimately more a political, material, and especially, a territorial history and somewhat less a cultural one. However, without Wyatt's effort most of us would need to settle for no familiarity with Tai history whatsoever.
Amazon.com: Customer reviews: Thailand: A Short History
David K. Wyatt was an American historian and author who studied Thailand. He taught at Cornell University from 1969 to 2002, and also served as Chair of the Cornell University Department of History and as the president of the Association for Asian Studies in 1993. His book Thailand: A Short History has become a standard text on Thai history in the English language.

The spelling of the names of the different Kings of Sukhothai, Ayutthaya and Lan Na Thai, is taken from the book "Thailand, A Short History" by David K. Wyatt (2003). Be aware this is still an ongoing project.

History of Ayutthaya – Historical Events
Thailand :A Short History. by Wyatt, David K. (0) Close. $595.00 Online Price
A SHORT HISTORY OF THAILAND. By Tim Lambert. Ancient Thailand. The earliest inhabitants of what is now Thailand were hunter-gatherers. However, about 4,000 BC they began farming. They grew rice. At first, the farmers used stone tools but about 3,000 BC bronze was discovered. From about 500 BC the people of what is now Thailand used iron.